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Psyrasic’s father is the famous * Psytadel, an international mix of blood lines. Its grandfather, Padron, a
Tersk stal-lion out of Aswan x Podruga from Priboj,
and Odessa NSB, of the Crabbet line, produced 42
USA National winners, a number that places it right
among the top breeders.Its father, Padron Psyche has
Kilika in its maternal line, and is a Tersk breeding
product of the stallion * Tamerlano (Arax x Ptrapecia out of Ponomarets), which makes * Psytadel a stallion with 3/4 russian bloodline. Assuan
(out of Nazir) brings in the Egyptian line.
*Psytadel’s mother is Bint Bey Shah
(Bey Shah x Musk Angel Eyes).
Certainly it is not necessary to introduce Bey Shah, as its name has made history in the Pure Bred Arabian breeding, so
much so it was defined “the best money machine ever seen
on Earth” and with very good reason. Its stud fee, given its age,
has reached figures beyond any imagination, but its progeny is
well worth it, counting as it does 22 USA National Champions,
plus many more, the number is even more significant, which
are related to it. Psyrasic’s maternal bloodline, through Karoba
- which was Fillies European Champion in 1994 - goes back to
* Kubinec, which constituted a true revolution since its debut,
becoming first German National Champion, then European and
finally World Champion. Psyrasic has displayed its excellent aptitude right from the beginning. As a colt in 2006, it was Reserve
Junior Champion Colt in Strohen, Germany, then Reserve Junior
Champion Colt in Abu Dhabi (UAE) and top ten at the World Championships in Paris. Certainly its list of victories is long,
continuing up to today, with the title of Champion and awarding
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of the Gold Medal in Class A in Verona during 2014. Psyrasic’s peculiarity however is not so much in its
many wins, as in its character, its aptitude, its intelligence and, last but certainly not least, its capacity as a
breeder. Psyrasic had Marajj as stable mate; it was difficult to com-pete with a “neighbour” so competitive
(and so splendid) in number of coverings, and in fact it did not have too many as a young stallion, but
those were surely quite sig-nificant: HG Sweet Fantasy (owner: Sweet Fantasy Partnership) was surely one
of them. Its story as a breeder nevertheless took a radical turn in 2010, when it was first leased and then,
in 2012, purchased outright by Scuderia Groane (Italy) that started to “try” it on its own mares. Right
away its remarkable type stood out and, rather ex-traordinarily, both in fillies and colts. It managed such
prodigious feats even with mares that with several well proven stallions had produced absolutely normal,
if at times not poor, specimen. Not with Psyrasic, they didn’t! Its sons or daughters can be immediately
recognized from their common features: balanced character, correct limbs and physique, huge expressive
eyes, pronounced stop and good movement.
Given such results, it was obvious that the leasing contract should be converted to outright sale and so
Psyrasic acquired its Italian passport. It has taken part in several shows, always taking home a medal, and
between 2010 and 2011- in five shows – harvested two Champion titles, two reserve Champion, one Bronze
and a Best Head prize. Brought back again to shows, after a well deserved break, it obtained the Silver Me-
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dal at the Italian National Championships finally winning the Gold Medal
in Class A in Verona in 2014 but, even
more interesting, its progeny started to
clean up show prizes already as futurity. SG Wera, Champion Futurity Filly in Travagliato, SG Wendetta (x SG
Wenusia), which obtained the Gold
Medal in Berzo at its first ever show, a
Top Five at the European Championship in Verona in the Yearling Fillies
category in 2013 and the Gold Medal
at the B internation-al of Chazey Sur
Ain (FR). Walking through the stables
and watching in the boxes today we
find Wendetta, by Psyrasic, that we remeber as a wonderful filly and today
is an incredible mare who has already
prooved her quality as a mare.
And also SG Walentina (its full sister
but a year younger), which between
2013 and 2014 collected 4 Gold medals, one of which in Verona Classe A
and a Silver Medal in addition to the
title of Italian Champion. And then
SG Lotus (x Wanity), which in five
competitions racked up three Gold
medals and recently a Silver one at the
Travagliato Class B International 2015.
The list continues with Matrix Di Mar
(x Principessa Di Mar), which on her
palmarés displays 4 medals, the last
one being the Gold medal obtained in
Class A in Verona 2014; Nabil Di Mar,
which obtained the unanimous Title
of Champion Futurity Colts in Cavalgrigna; SG Legolas, Champion Bronze
Medal at Arabitalia in Verona during
2014; the young Ojala Di Mar unanimous Champion Futurity Fillies at
the Travagliato B International. Navar
di Mar (by Isabeau Di Mar) that was
Gold Medal Ch. Colt in Montefalco
and was also nominated Bronze Medal in Chantilly, SG Pegasus (Psyrasic
x SG Walkiria) was Gold Champion
Futurity Male in Milan. Yet many
other are the subjects worthy of men-
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tion coming out of this Stud, such as the
splendid HG Sweet Fantasy (by Zawaleen, owned by the Sweet Fantasy Partnership), the beautiful Mazaya Domitia (by
the World Champion Mare Ul Sid Parma,
bred by the Allmann Family), which we
should soon see competing in the Yearling Fillies category, Mashael Albidayer
(by Mattharii) a multiple Champion owned by the Albidayer Stud (UAE), and yet
a seemingly endless list of very promising
subjects that have already been born and
we shall soon see in the most important
competitions, and doubtlessly just as
many yet to be born, whose arrival we
Mazaya Domitia
look forward to with joy.
Everybody can see that the foals of Psyrasic are not just beautiful when they are newborns but also later
when they grow up as a promising stallion or a wonderful mare.
The open pedigree of Psyrasic can work with all the lines and the confirmation of that topic is the semen of
Psyrasic was exported throughout the Europe.
Many breeders in Europe took the chance to buy a foal from Psyrasic and as a matter of fact today we are
finding foals in Denmark, France, Germany and so on.
The huge dark eyes that Psyrasic has are visible in all the progeny as well as his perfect movement and solid
body.
Since last year many breeders from America and Brazil have been admiring the progeny of Psyrasic and
Cristina and Marco Franchini are happy to announce that, starting from the end of 2016 the Psyrasic semen
wiill be available for Noth and South America through CER Clinic Center in Brazil.
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The frozen semen of Psyrasic passed all the tests and the quality is excellent.
The representative of the semen in Brazil and South America will be Zico Guardia in collaboration with
Simone Leo who knows Brazil and the Brazilian market very well, and he is sure that Psyrasic will do an
excellent job there.
The next project is sending the semen of Psyrasic in the Middle East and participate with many foals in the
Arabian Futurity of Aachen in 2017.
We can just continue giving you more news and information, but in our opinion coming and visiting Scuderia Groane and seeing with your eyes how Psyrasic can pass his qualities to all the progeny is the best
choice you can do.
There is one more final aspect however that makes Psyrasic really special and that is its nature and character.
The balance it displays is superlative. Even at the acme of the mounting season one can open its box and
saddle it for a ride. It can be as performing in the ring as it is peaceful as soon as the show is over. Psyrasic
is one of those rare and special horses that get into your heart and never come out again.body.
Since last year many breeders from America and Brazil have been admiring the progeny of Psyrasic and
Cristina and Marco Franchini are happy to announce that, starting from the end of 2016 the Psyrasic semen
wiill be available for Noth and South America through CER Clinic Center in Brazil.
The frozen semen of Psyrasic passed all the tests and the quality is excellent.
The representative of the semen in Brazil and South America will be Zico Guardia in collaboration with
Simone Leo who knows Brazil and the Brazilian market very well, and he is sure that Psyrasic will do an
excellent job there.
The next project is sending the semen of Psyrasic in the Middle East and participate with many foals in the
Arabian Futurity of Aachen in 2017.
We can just continue giving you more news and information, but in our opinion coming and visiting Scuderia Groane and seeing with your eyes how Psyrasic can pass his qualities to all the progeny is the best
choice you can do.

Psyrasic is one of those rare and special horses
that get into your heart and never come out again.
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There is one more final aspect however that makes Psyrasic
really special and that is its nature and character.
The balance it displays is superlative.
Even at the acme of the mounting season one can open its box
and saddle it for a ride.
It can be as performing in the ring as it is peaceful as soon as
the show is over.
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Pa l m a r e s
2014 - Gold medal Ch. Stallion
Verona - A. Int Show
2014 - Silver Medal Ch. Stallion
Città di Castello - National Show
2011 - Silver Medal Ch. Stallion
Porto Sant’Elpidio - B Show
2011 - Best Head Stallion
Porto Sant’Elpidio - B Show
2011 - Silver Medal Stallion
Manerbio - Int B. Show
2011 - Gold Medal Stallion
Travagliato - Int B. Show
2010 - Bronze Medal Stallion
Verona - Int B. Show
2009 - Reserve Ch. Stallion
& Most Beautifull Head
Vichy - N. Show
2009 - 1st Ch. D’Alsace
& Reserve stallion
Ittenwiller - C. Show
2007 - 2nd Elran Cup
Borgloon - Int A. Show
2006 - Top ten Colt
World Championship - France
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